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**Wh Question Words**

**Where**
Ask about place or position.

For example, Where do you live?

**When**
Ask about time, occasion or moment.

For example, When can I meet you?

**Why**
Asking for reason or explanation.

For example, Why are you late?

**Whose**
Ask about ownership or possession.

For example, Whose are these keys?

**What**
Asking for specific thing or object.

For example, What is your name?

**Whom**
Asking about person (object of sentence).
You can replace it with "him" or "her".

For example, Whom did you come with?

**Who**
Ask about person (subject of the sentence).
You can replace it with "he" or "she".

For example, Who is that man?

**Which**
Asking about choice or preference.

For example, Which is better, fruits or candy?
How Question Words

How
Asking for a way, manner or form.

For example,
How does it work?

How many
Asking about Quantity.
Used with countable nouns.

For example,
How many people were there?

How often
Asking about frequency.

For example,
How often do you go swimming?

How far
Asking about distance.

For example,
How far is the school from your home?

How long
Asking about length (time or space).

For example,
How long will it take to get to the beach?

How much
Asking about Quantity.
Used with uncountable nouns.

For example,
How much money do you have?

How old
Asking about age.

For example, How old are you?
Complete the following with the correct question words from the box, then cut the pictures and glue them in the right place.

______ is the fastest kid in the team?

______ are they no longer friends?

______ are you writing about?

______ pet cat is lost?

______ is the post office?

______ does their plane leave?

______ should we complain to?

______ can I make an apple pie?
Try your best to complete the questions below with one of the question words in the box.


1. _________ do you have breakfast?

2. _________ does he work?

3. _________ one should I buy?

4. _________ do you think about the movie?

5. _________ is your best friend?

6. _________ bag is this?

7. _________ is your baby brother?

8. _________ miles do you run every weekend?

9. _________ are my glasses?

10. _________ are you crying?
Color the box that has the correct word.

How many apples do you see on the table?

How many did it take you to finish your homework?

How long do you go to the gym?

How much flour should we add to the cake?

How far is your baby brother?

How many birds are in the cage?

How much money did you save last month?

How often is the library from here?
Read the clues to answer the crossword puzzle, then write the number in front of the picture.

Across
1. ________ are you leaving for the party?
2. ________ color do you prefer?
3. ________ ate my sandwich?
4. ________ is the museum?
5. ________ sugar would you like in your coffee?
6. ________ have you been living in this house?

Down
1. ________ car is it?
2. ________ should I send this mail to?
3. ________ are you late?
4. ________ is your sister?
5. ________ eggs do you need for the cake?
6. ________ time is it?
Choose the correct question word.

______ is the book about cats?
Where  What  How  Who

______ dress should I wear to the party?
When  Whose  Which  Whom

______ can I go to the Eiffel tower?
Where  What  How  Who

______ did you go to school with?
When  Whose  Which  Whom

______ is sitting with Allen?
Where  What  How  Who

______ are keys in the door lock?
When  Whose  Which  Whom

______ are you doing after work?
Where  What  How  Who

______ will the bus arrive?
When  Whose  Which  Whom

______ are you reading about?
Where  What  How  Who

______ door leads to Dr. Sam’s office?
When  Whose  Which  Whom

______ did my cat go?
Where  What  How  Who

______ can you leave the hospital with grandpa?
When  Whose  Which  Whom
Match the correct question words to the questions.

**When**
- **will**
- **Will you meet tomorrow?**

**Whose**
- **car model**
- **Which car model do you like the most?**

**Which**
- **did**
- **Which did you wear yesterday?**

**Whom**
- **shoes are blue and red?**
- **Whom shoes are blue and red?**

**Where**
- **drew that amazing painting?**
- **Where did you draw that amazing painting?**

**What**
- **does the show start?**
- **What does the show start?**

**Who**
- **is my pencil case?**
- **Who is my pencil case?**
Cut the Question words and paste them in their correct place.

- does the next bus arrive?
- does she live?
- should I pay my fees to?
- is your English teacher this year?
- shirt should I wear today?
- did you answer this question?
- are you going to have for dinner?
- hat is this?

When, What, Who, Whose, Whom, Where, Which